
Do you know the advantages of the CHAENG production slag pot?
The slag pot is the necessary equipment when the metallurgical enterprise produces steel. The slag pot

is also the signature product of CHAENG. The reason why it can shine in production is because it uses

the most advanced cast steel technology and software operating system in the world. And the delivery

time is relatively short, generally completed in about 30 days. Due to the choice of the integral form of

casting, the slag pot's resistance to deformation is also improved.

More than 95% of the slag pots produced by CHAENG are exported to the United States, Canada,

Mexico, Brazil, Germany, Turkey, and so on. What advantages does it have to be loved by many

customers?

Advantages of slag pot processing of CHAENG:

1. On the international big steel mill Mittal Group will place orders at the CHAENG from 2008 to now, and

will order in succession;

http://www.greatwallcasting.com/product/metallurgy-forging/slag-pot.html


2.The slag pots on the market are generally used six hundred times, but the slag pots cast by CHAENG

can be used up to 6,000 times, ten times higher than the market, and the repair time will be The peers

have been delayed for about 3 months;

3.With advanced level 2 inspection specifications, technicians will use advanced flaw detection

equipment to perform non-destructive testing of the slag pot to ensure its internal quality problems;

4.Since the slag pot is the company's signature product, we will pay more attention to it. In the market, it

will also obtain customer recognition and market reputation with high-tech processing, and will also make

additional plans according to customer needs.
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CHAENG is a foundry that can develop, produce, process and match a set of lines. It can produce

equipment with a single weight of less than 120 tons, such as carbon steel, manganese steel, high alloy

steel and other products. The cast castings are also used in many fields, such as building materials

machinery, metallurgy, construction, chemicals, and so on.


